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Star–Hop Maker V1.2.0 User's Guide

This guide will help you to get familiar with most important functions of the 

program.

Please, read this guide before using the program as it will make it easier for you 

to prepare and run your first star-hop.

Program Installation

To install the program double click on the setup.exe file.

Follow the instructions displayed by the setup wizard and after installation is 

complete, double click on the program shortcut to open it.

Star-Hop Maker Main Screen

Figure 1.0
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The Star-Hop Maker main screen consists of five parts. (Figure 1.0)

1. Menu Bar.

2. Information area (Date, Time, Location etc).

3. Events area (Updated display of objects that currently rise, transit or set).

4. Buttons for opening various program windows implementing important 

functions.

5. Sky-Chart area, which can be used in creating and running a star-hop or 

just explore what the sky has to offer.
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1. Session Life - Cycle

Figure 1.1

Sessions in Star-Hop Maker are used to associate star-hops with date/time data

and are helpful for archiving purposes. 

To run a star-hop a session must be active. A session can be started by selecting 

Session/New... from the menu bar and by entering a name for the session in 

the name text box of the displayed window. (Figure 1.1). Alternatively, users are

prompted to enter a session name - if no active session exists - when they run a 

Prepared / Blind Star-Hop or when an All-Sky Explore window is opened. 

Information about the active session is obtained by selecting 

Session/Complete... from the menu bar. Using this window's Complete button 

the user can complete the session by displaying and saving its end time (Figure 

1.2).  

There is also a session archive which can be opened by selecting 

Session/Archive... from the menu bar  (Figure 1.3). Data for the selected 

session is shown on the Session Information tab of the window. A green disk 

next to a session name indicates the active session.
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Figure 1.2

Figure 1.3

NOTE

A session can include more than one star-hop or star-hops of different types 

(Prepared Star-Hop / Blind Star-Hop) or a run of the All-Sky Explore 

window.
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2. Creating and running a Star-Hop 

There are two types of Star-Hop supported by the program. 

 1. Prepared Star-Hop (PSH)

 2. Blind Star-Hop (BSH)

A PSH, as its name suggests, contains objects that are previously selected by the

user, using the program's functions, before running it with the Star-Hop 

Runner.

Conversely, a BSH can be run instantly, using the Star-Hop Runner, without 

using a previously prepared list. In this case the user selects the first object and 

proceed by adding neighboring objects using tools provided by the Star-Hop 

Runner window. Thus, the desired area of the sky is covered until the end of the 

session.

We will now summarize the life cycle of a PSH that is, how it is planned, created, 

run, associated with user observations and analyzed, using the following steps:

1. Query the object database for targets with certain properties.

2. Create and save a star-hop and apply restrictions to its objects.

3. Run the star-hop.

4. Save user observations associated to star-hop objects.

5. Analyze the star-hop.
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2.1 Plan which objects to use in a PSH

Figure 2.1.1

In order to create a list with candidate objects for a PSH, open Database 

Search window either by selecting Astronomy Tools/Database Search from 

the menu bar or by clicking Database Search from the button list at left in the 

Star-Hop Maker main window. 

TIP

The Database Search window is one of the ways available to aid in finding 

objects for populating a star-hop. We will see later that we can also drag and 

drop stars and deep-sky objects directly from the sky-chart to the star hop we 

are working on.

There are four important areas in the Database Search window (Figure 2.1.1)

1. Selection of criteria used for setting parameters when searching the database.

2. Separate lists containing results for Single/Double/Variable Stars and Deep-

Sky Objects.
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3. A criteria summary for the search criteria currently in use.

4. Icon and photo “slides” for each object retrieved from database.

NOTE

There are two “slide” rows shown for each result list. The first gives a visual 

representation of each object using color and size as indicators of the nature and 

properties of the object. The second displays an object photo downloaded from 

NASA SkyView server.

Let us see now how to create a list of galaxies in Canes Venatici constellation by 

using only simple search criteria.

1. Click on the NGC & IC buttons in the Deep-Sky Object Catalogs section of 

the Search Criteria tab.

2. Click on the first and second buttons in the NGC & MCG Object Types section

to select spiral and elliptical galaxies.

3. Click on the first button of Sky-Coverage section to select a constellation. 

The Search Criteria window opens (Figure 2.1.2) with the constellations tab 

selected. Add Canes Venatici by selecting it in the list and clicking the Add 

button. Also, remove Andromeda by selecting it and clicking on remove*.

(* One constellation must always be present). 

4. Select Deep-Sky Objects tab in Search Criteria window and then Galaxy 

Magnitudes tab. Move the right handle of the top slider until the range shown

reads 0–10 mags. (Figure 2.1.3)

The Search Criteria window enables the user to specify search 

parameters by using sliders and other controls. Most of the functions are self-

explanatory. Please, spend some time to get used to it and when finished click 

Apply and then Close to return to Database Search window. 

We will now retrieve spiral and elliptical galaxies brighter than magnitude 10 in 

the constellation of Canes Venatici. 

Click on Find Stars and DSOs button at the bottom of Search Criteria tab, in 

Database Search window, to query the database. 

The results of the query will be displayed in the Deep-Sky Objects tab of 

Database Search window. 
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TIP

Several windows in Star-Hop Maker use a modular design that allows the user to 

hide specific segments of the window to prevent screen cluttering and show a 

bigger portion of the Sky-Chart background. Segment visibility can be toggled 

on/off by clicking the button on top of a column that is always at left or top of the

segment it controls.

Figure 2.1.2

TIP

The user can drag an entry in Database Search window results and drop it over 

the sky-chart to center the sky-chart on the position of the selected object.
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Figure 2.1.3
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Figure 2.1.4
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While preparing our first star-hop let's introduce the Messages display 

feature (Figure 2.1.4).

Each time a database query is taking place or photos are downloaded from 

the internet, information messages are displayed in the Messages display 

area which can be found in the Star-Hop Maker  main screen by selecting 

the Messages display tab at top left of the window. 

The text of the actual messages is displayed in a variety of colors depending

on message  nature. Furthermore, the download of an image sequence can 

be canceled by clicking the Cancel Downloads button at the bottom of the 

tab.

NOTE

If for any reason a “slide” image fails to download, the program will attempt

to download it the next time the image is needed either on the same 

window or on any other window with a “slide” image display. 
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2.2 Creating a Prepared Star-Hop (PSH)

Continuing from our previous example, with Database Search window open and 

the Deep-Sky Objects results tab visible, open the Prepared Star-Hop 

Creator window (Figure 2.2.1) either by selecting from the menu bar Star-

Hop/Create Prepared Star-Hop or by clicking on Create Prepared Star-Hop 

button from the button list at left in the Star-Hop Maker main window. 

The Prepared Star-Hop Creator window consists of three parts: 

• The Star-Hop List at left which provides the user with a list of all available 

star-hops filtered by season.

• The Object List tab where each line contains information about a candidate 

object for the star-hop as well as two more tabs, Object Icon Slides and Object

Photo Slides, containing “slides” with icons and photos describing the candidate 

objects. 

• A number of controls at bottom right that help modify and transform the initial

list into a star-hop list.

Now, with shift+click select all rows in Deep-Sky Objects tab of Database 

Search window that we have kept as a result of our previous steps.

Drag and drop all objects into the blank area of any of the tabs of the Prepared 

Star-Hop Creator window. Then, select any object you like and click on Set As 

First Step button to set the first object of the star-hop. Notice that the first 

column in the object list now displays the distance of each object from the first 

object just set. The list displays the items in order of increasing distance from the

first object. The Next column displays the distance and direction of each object 

from its previous in the list. Objects with a distance greater than 30° are 

excluded from the star-hop.

The user is allowed to make the following modifications to the list:

• Set the maximum distance an object can be from the first object.

• Set the allowed direction of objects with respect to the first object.

• Change the order of objects in the star-hop.

• Delete object(s) from the list.
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Figure 2.2.1

TIP

The Prepared Star-Hop Creator window can also be used to modify an existing 

star-hop by choosing from the list shown at left.

There is another way to add objects in a new star-hop, this time using the Sky-

Chart Object Identifier. While pressing the LEFT ALT key on the keyboard left-

click and drag over an area in the sky-chart.  A green rectangle appears that 

describes this area. Release the mouse and ALT key and, in a moment, a popup 

appears with bright stars and deep-sky objects, enclosed by the green rectangle, 

shown as a list (Figure 2.2.2). Click on the check box next to any star/object 

you would like to include in your star-hop and then RIGHT ALT + drag from 
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inside the green rectangle area into the Prepared Star-Hop Creator window. 

The new objects will be added to the star-hop list with candidate objects.

Figure 2.2.2

An important feature of the program is the depiction of a star-hop on the sky-

chart. (Figure 2.2.3) This representation is used in all cases where a star-hop is 

active. When working on a star-hop using the Prepared Star-Hop Creator the 

star-hop graph displayed on the sky-chart is continuously updated. Furthermore, 

the user can examine all star-hops available by using the Star-Hop Gallery 

control overlying the sky-chart. 

TIP

Checking the AI Path Creator checkbox in Prepared Star-Hop Creator window

allows the user to change the order of the steps in the star-hop automatically. 

The program will calculate the shortest path between the objects of the star-hop 

to minimize screen cluttering and most importantly to avoid the observer going 

up and down in the sky while moving from one target to the next.
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Figure 2.2.3

TIP

Checking the Reordering Mode checkbox in Prepared Star-Hop Creator 

window allows the user to change the order of the steps in the star-hop. This can 

be accomplished by RIGHT CTRL + dragging from one star-hop step circle to 

another in the sky-chart depiction of the star-hop. The changes will be reflected 

to the Prepared Star-Hop Creator list.

NOTE

When an object is included in more than one star-hop then an orange stroke is 

used for the “step” depiction. Furthermore, when observations exist in the 

database for an object, then a blue stroke is used for the “step” depiction. In the 

former case the user can right click on the “step” and choose the “Show 

Duplicates” menu item to display other star-hops with this object. In the later 

case the user can right click on the “step” and choose the “Show User Notes” 

menu item to display notes saved for that object in the database.
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After making all necessary adjustments to the list, click the Save button in 

Prepared Star-Hop Creator window and supply a name and a season for your 

new star-hop in the popup window that appears. Click OK and close all open 

windows except the main application window that contains the sky-chart.
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2.3 Running a Prepared Star-Hop (PSH) 

To run our first star-hop, open the Run Star-Hop window (Figure 2.3.1) either 

by selecting Star-Hop/Run Star-Hop from the menu bar or by clicking Run 

Star-Hop from the button list at left in the Star-Hop Maker main window. 

Then, select the season of the star-hop and any of the constellations that you 

want to be associated with your star-hop, in this case Spring and Canes Venatici, 

and click Find Star-Hops. The names of the star-hops found are now included in 

the Names combo-box at the top right of the window. Select Canes Venatici 

Spirals and enter a name for your star-hop session, which is about to begin, at 

bottom right. Click apply and wait for the Star-Hop Runner window to appear.

Figure 2.3.1
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Figure 2.3.2

The Star-Hop Runner window (Figure 2.3.2) consists of five parts.

1. The SkyView/SDSS Display, where a high resolution image for the current 

position is downloaded and displayed and a number of buttons is used to 

implement functionality relevant to the image.

2. The Control Area, where navigation is implemented and status information is 

displayed.

3. The Neighbors Area, where objects near the center object are retrieved from

the database and displayed as a list.

4. The Slides Area, where two rows of slides, that contain photos and icons for 

the objects included in the current star-hop, is shown.

5. The Data-Grid Area, where a textual list of the star-hop objects is shown.

Our star-hop is now loaded in the Star-Hop Runner window. We can use the 

direction buttons of the Control Area or click on any slide or data-grid row to 

move our star-hop index to the corresponding object and display its image in the 

SkyView/SDSS Display. 
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Data about the currently centered object is shown in the Selected Object tab at 

top right (Figure 2.3.4). Furthermore, a small sky-chart inset (Sky-Chart View)

reflects the position of the center object in the sky. (Figure 2.3.3)

Figure 2.3.3 Figure 2.3.4

The user is allowed to insert new objects in the currently running star-hop. By 

sliding the white handle in the Neighbors Area towards the bottom, (Figure 

2.3.5) objects surrounding the center object are retrieved, up to a distance 

indicated by the handle arrow. As the handle is moving, new objects are retrieved

and shown in the result list. Any object from the retrieved list can be inserted in 

the star-hop if dragged over a slide in the row of object slides.

A new object can also be inserted in the star-hop if it is dragged from the Sky-

Chart Object Identifier over any object slide in a similar way to what was 

described previously for Prepared Star Hop Creator window.
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NOTE

All objects in a star hop should be at a maximum of 30 degrees from first object 

to restrict the star-hop in a small segment of the sky and avoid star-hop 

overlapping.

Figure 2.3.5
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2.4 Saving a user observation

In order to save an observation made while running a star-hop, open 

Observation Log window (Figure 2.4.1) either by selecting Astronomy 

Tools/Observation Log from the menu bar or by clicking Observation Log 

from the button list at left in the Star-Hop Maker main window. 

Figure 2.4.1
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With Star-Hop Runner window open, LEFT CTRL + click on an object slide or 

object list row and drag it over the Observation Log window. The name of the 

object for which an observation entry is required will be added in the black area 

of the window. Then, click on any of the orange buttons at top of Observation 

Log window to open the Log Entry Data Selector window (Figure 2.4.2) where

a number of discrete data can be chosen and added to the observation entry. 

Choose what data you want to include in your entry and click the Apply Button, 

for each data in turn, or click Apply All to add default values for all kind of data. 

Each time the user clicks on the Apply button associated with a specific kind of 

data the Observation Log window's black background area is populated with the

new data. When finished click Save on the Observation Log to save the 

observation and, if no further observation creation is required, close the 

Observation Log window.

Figure 2.4.2
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2.5 Creating a Blind Star-Hop (BSH)

To create a Blind Star-Hop open Create Blind Star-Hop window (Figure 2.5.1) 

either by selecting Star-Hop/Create Blind Star-Hop from the menu bar or by 

clicking Create Blind Star-Hop from the button list at left in the Star-Hop Maker

main window.

Figure 2.5.1

Enter a name for the blind star-hop, select a season, choose a bright star or set 

coordinates for use as first position and click Set As First Step button. Then, 

enter a name for your session and click Apply button.

The Star-Hop Runner window opens with a single bright star included in the 

object list at bottom, if a bright star was chosen as first step, or with an empty 

list of objects if coordinates were set as initial position. The user can populate the

star-hop with objects by selecting from what is available in the neighbors area or 

from the sky-chart as shown in the Prepared Star-Hop case with the help of 

Sky-Chart Object Identifier.
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TIP

A Blind Star-Hop can also be created by right clicking on any position in the sky-

chart and by selecting New Blind Star-Hop.. menu item from the context menu 

that appears. (Figure 2.5.2)

Figure 2.5.2

TIP

Before fetching a photo in Star-Hop Runner window, click on the NGC/IC 

buttons at the toolbar at left. When the photo download completes, click on the 

button with a 'label' icon which is above the NGC button. If the image area 

contains NGC/IC objects, then a label with important information is shown next to

each NGC/IC object in the photo.
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3. Secondary Functionality Windows

3.1 Event Visualization

Figure 3.1.1

This window offers various ways to visualize astronomical events. 

The user selects a location and manipulates the controls of the window to:
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1. Get a visual representation of the length of night and sun/moon visibility for

any date by using the Darkness Calculator tab.

2. Find out how much time remains for the night to begin or end by checking 

out the Hourglass tab.

3. Select a star-hop, in the Position tab, and view how its containing objects 

change altitude/azimuth as the time goes by, or select an object in the star-

hop and view how its altitude changes during the night (using the Altitude 

tab).

4. Drag and drop a number of objects from the sky-chart, using Sky-Chart 

Identifier, to the Altitude -Azimuth graph in the Position tab to visualize 

how any object from the sky-chart change altitude/azimuth as the time 

goes by. (Figure 3.1.1)

TIP

Most tabs provide buttons to move forwards/backwards in time or enable 

automatic update. 

Note 

The location set in the Location tab is effective only in the Event Visualization 

window and does not affect main program location chosen using the User 

Location window and used for various astronomical calculations.
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3.2 Star-Hop Manager

(Figure 3.2.1)

The Star-Hop Manager window provides a way to analyze and visualize star-

hops and display user observations stored in the database. There are three tabs 

in this window. 

• Star-Hop Statistics: Statistics separately for each star-hop as well as 

together for all star-hops.

• Star-Hop Object Images: Images of objects for each star-hop and images 

for each class of object included in all star-hops.

• Star-Hop Observations: Gives a number of ways to search for user 

observations or view user observations for each star-hop or recorded session.

Figure 3.2.1
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3.3 User Location

(Figure 3.3.1)

User Location window is used to set location data pertinent to astronomical 

calculations. 

The Map tab includes information about current map latitude and longitude, 

ability to enter specific coordinate data to change map center as well as display 

mode for the world map. Figure 3.3.1

This tab provides information for current map center only. To change user 

observatory the Locations tab must be used.  Figure 3.3.2
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(Figure 3.3.2)

A user location can be set by placing a pushpin on the map and selecting the Use

Pushpin radio button as well as providing a name and selecting a time zone for 

the new location. 

The same can be done, if the user wishes to use the center of map as location, by

selecting the Use Map Center radio button instead. 

The current observing location used by the program for various calculations can 

be set by selecting a location from the list of locations and clicking the Set As 

Observatory button.
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3.4 Telescope Control

The Telescope Control window allows connecting to a telescope using the 

Ascom* platform. In addition, this window provides the means to slew the 

telescope to a position in the sky as well as set the telescope to “follow” the sky-

chart. Figure 3.4.1
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(Figure 3.4.1)

* The user must install the ASCOM platform in order to connect to a 

telescope.
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3.5 Uploading Data to Google Drive.

Star-Hop Maker can be used together with Star-Hop Maker Companion, an 

Android app that can be downloaded from Google Play at no additional cost. This 

app makes use of star-hop .xml files that can be uploaded to Google Drive and 

contain all star-hops created by the user of the main program. Furthermore, 

screen captures of the star-hops can also be prepared and uploaded to Google 

Drive as .png files. The .xml and .png files can then be downloaded into the 

Android app to use next to the telescope. 

To access the Upload Star-Hop Files To Google Drive window select from the 

menu bar File/Upload Star-Hops to Google Drive.. This window enables the 

user to upload certain files to Google Drive. The procedure is simple and involves 

selecting the files needed and clicking on Upload Files button. The program will 

connect to Google Drive and ask for user permission before uploading the files. To

upload star-hop .xml files is as simple as selecting the two star-hop type files and

clicking Upload Files. Figure 3.5.1 The window provides informative feedback 

about the procedure.
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(Figure 3.5.1)

To upload .png screen capture files, created earlier, to Google Drive, select one 

or more files and click on Upload Files button Figure 3.5.2. The program will 

connect to Google Drive and ask for user permission if this is required.
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(Figure 3.5.2)

There is also the option to display data about the files currently in the Google 

Drive user space. This is done by clicking Get Drive File Data button on either 

tab of the window.
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3.6 Creating and Printing Sky-Chart Screen Captures

3.6.1 Custom Sky-Chart Screen Captures

Star-Hop Maker enables the user to print custom sky-chart areas or entire star-

hops with the use of Sky-Chart Screen Captures window. To open this window 

the user selects File/Print Sky-Chart Screen Captures from the menu bar to 

display and print existing custom captures or create entire star-hop captures that 

can subsequently be printed. Figure 3.6.1.1

Another way to open this window is to  LEFT SHIFT + Dragging on sky-chart to 

create a capture based on the selected area. When the drag action completes this

window will open containing a list of existing custom captures including the newly 

acquired capture. 

(Figure 3.6.1.1)

The user can display one or more sky-chart captures as separate tabs next to the 

main application sky-chart tab. Figure 3.6.1.2 A capture can also be deleted. 

These actions can be fulfilled using the buttons at right.

TIP

Before creating a sky-chart capture remove unecessary components from the 

sky-chart.
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(Figure 3.6.1.2)
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3.6.2 Star-Hop Screen Captures

Existing star-hops can be used to create captures that can be displayed, printed 

or exported to Google Drive as shown in 3.3 Uploading Data to Google Drive. 

The star-hop captures must be created in turn by selecting a star-hop and clicking

on the Create Capture button. Figure 3.6.2.2 Then, any star hop capture can 

be displayed as a tab next to the main application sky-chart tab using the buttons

at right.

(Figure 3.6.2.1)

TIP

Before creating a star-hop capture zoom sky-chart in order for the capture to 

include most or all of the steps and be as legible as possible.  Figure 3.6.2.1
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(Figure 3.6.2.2)
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3.7 Goto Sky-Chart Position Window

The Goto Sky-Chart Position window is a handy tool to help with quick change 

of the Sky-Chart center. The window can be opened by clicking on Goto Sky-

Chart Position button included in the list of main functionality buttons at left. 

There are many ways to change sky-chart center using this window. 

1. Constellation, 

2. Star, 

3. Deep-Sky Object, 

4. Bright Open Cluster 

5. NGC Object common name (Figure 3.7.2)

6. RA/Dec 

As it is shown in Figure 3.7.1, centering a deep-sky object is especially easy. 

The user selects a catalog and enters part of an object number to instantly get 

suggestions with matching objects. As soon as an object is selected in the list 

box, the Goto button can be clicked to change sky-chart center coordinates. The 

other methods of changing center coordinates work similarly.

(Figure 3.7.1)
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(Figure 3.7.2)
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4. Sky-Chart Functionality

4.1 Inverted Sky-Chart 

(Figure 4.1)

Star-Hop Maker provides the ability to display a sky-chart in alternative format 

that is more printer-friendly.

It is recommended to create screen captures using this format before printing 

them.

To display the sky-chart using this bright background the user must click on the 

last icon on the toolbar at right.  Figure 4.1
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4.2 New Deep-Sky Object Catalogs

The latest version includes new deep-sky object catalogs. 

1. Optically Visible Open Clusters Catalog

2. Strasbourg – ESO Catalog of Galactic Planetary Nebulae

3. Lynds' Catalog of Bright Nebulae

4. Uppsala General Catalog of Galaxies

5. Morphological Catalog of Galaxies

The new catalogs can be selected in the Catalogs tab in Deep-Sky Objects, 

Sky-Chart control, as shown below. Figure 4.2.1

A tab named Index contain abbreviations and full names for each sub-catalog 

included in the newly added catalogs. Figure 4.2.2

(Figure 4.2.1)
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(Figure 4.2.2)

NOTE

These catalogs are used not only in the sky-chart but in all places where a 

database query is performed.
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4.3 Sky-Chart Deep-Sky Object Popup

(Figure 4.3.1)

Star-Hop Maker offers the user the means to explore sky-chart in an interactive 

way. This requires sky-chart to be free of “obstacles” so, first remove the controls

that are over the sky-chart by clicking on the “Eye” button that is at top right of 

the sky-chart. Then, proceed by clicking on the SV (Sky-View) button that is at 

the bottom of the list of buttons at right to set the mode of the application in such

a way as to facilitate exploration of the sky-chart deep-sky objects. 

To display data and download a photo for the deep-sky object of interest move 

the mouse slowly over its icon to initiate downloading of its photo. As soon as the 

photo is downloaded the program will display it along important information for 

the object as is shown in the screen shot above. Figure 4.3.1 If the photo of an 

object exists in the disk there will be no delay in showing the popup. The photo 

plus data popup will remain visible as long as the mouse is over it. If the user 

moves the mouse arrow away the popup disappears and another popup can be 

constructed in a similar way.
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TIP

A very handy function that is related to Sky-Chart Deep-Sky Object Popup is that 

the user can drag and drop from the image displayed in the popup to the 

Prepared Star-Hop Creator window. In this way it is possible to examine the 

image as well as the data of an object and then decide if it is suitable to include it

in the star-hop currently displayed in the Prepared Star-Hop Creator window. 
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4.4 Sky-Chart Object Identifier

(Figure 4.4.1)

Sky-Chart Object Identifier is used to select objects to include in a star-hop as

well as to display information for any object that is below a green rectangle that 

can be created dynamically by the user. This custom size rectangle can be 

created by LEFT ALT + dragging over any area of the sky-chart. As soon as the 

user releases the mouse a database query extracts information for all objects 

lying below the green rectangle.  Figure 4.4.1

As soon as the popup loads, filtering is facilitated by clicking on the object type 

buttons at right and by using the sliders as well as the various check boxes. If the

user selects an object in the list then information is displayed in the data tab. The

main type of the objects shown when the popup loads depend on the types 

selected at bottom of the popup during a previous popup display (Single Stars, 

Variable Stars etc). The remaining filtering methods described earlier grays out or

enables objects in the start-up list.

The most important use for this popup is that by selecting, (that is, clicking on 

the check box before an object name) the objects of interest and RIGHT ALT + 
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dragging from the green frame “window” at top left we can drop objects on 

Prepared Star-Hop Creator window to construct a star-hop or in Star-Hop 

Runner window in order to include an object in an existing star-hop.
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4.5 Sky-Chart Area Exploration Status

(Figure 4.5.1)

The Sky-Chart Area Exploration Status popup is used to quickly obtain 

information about a sky area with respect to the number and position of objects 

contained in any star-hop and lying under the popup frame. 

The user can draw a rectangular popup of variable size by RIGHT SHIFT + 

dragging over any area of the sky-chart. If there are any star-hop objects under 

the popup surface then a number is printed at top left of the rectangle. Figure 

4.5.1

Furthermore, a cyan circle is printed to indicate the position of an object.

A list box with the names of the objects found aid in identifying a specific object 
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in the sky by changing the color of the corresponding object's cyan circle to 

orange. Finally, when an object name is selected, the name of the parent star-

hop is shown at top right of the popup rectangle. 

An unexplored area with no child objects is indicated with a corresponding 

message printed at top right. The popup is removed by clicking outside of its 

bounds.

This popup enables the user to quickly identify an area of sky, to explore with a 

star-hop, as it provides visual data about the density of previous exploration in 

this particular area of sky.
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4.6 Star-Hop Depiction

(Figure 4.6.1)

A star-hop is represented as a series of circles connected with lines and having 

different stroke as shown in Figure 4.6.1. Each object is labeled with its name 

and a number indicates the order of the objects. Furthermore, an optional label is

shown between each pair of objects containing the distance in degrees towards 

the next step of the star-hop.

The color of the step circle and label is used to convey information about the 

status of the object. A blue circle indicates that the object has observation notes 

associated with it. An orange circle indicates that the object is included in more 

than one star-hop and a green circle is for the remaining objects.
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(Figure 4.6.2)

By right clicking on an orange circle of the star-hop and selecting Duplicates 

from the context menu a popup opens with a list of other star-hops where the 

object is a member.  Figure 4.6.2
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(Figure 4.6.3)

By right clicking on an blue circle of the star-hop and selecting User Notes from 

the context menu a popup opens with a list of all user notes made for this object 

and contained in the database so far. Figure 4.6.3
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(Figure 4.6.4)

If an image for an object exists in the disk it will be displayed by hovering the 

mouse over a star-hop step. Figure 4.6.4 (Requires that tooltips are enabled in 

program settings.)  


